Inventory Scavenger Hunt

Use this list as a scavenger hunt around the house, or gather the materials and have them in a box that your child has to sort through and find which item matches the description. If your child can’t physically do the task with the object you can show them how it works, use hand under hand to help them, and/or let them listen to the sound it makes.

Find something you can turn
Find something bumpy
Find something made of metal
Find something you can put together/ take apart
Find something round
Find something you can twist
Find something shiny
Find something you can roll
Find a tube
Find something squishy
Find something clear
Find something that can bounce

We want to teach all kids to be inquisitive and pay attention to different properties of different objects- i.e. What do they feel like? What do they look like? What can I do with it… This is also at the core of teaching concepts which are essential for children with vision impairment!

ECC Domains- sensory efficiency, career education, rec and leisure (science and experimenting are fun!)

Having them search around the house for objects is also a great orientation and mobility activity. Even if they can get around a room fine, they have to learn to scan the room and figure out where things are kept. This is challenging for all children with all levels of vision impairment.

(ECC Domain- orientation and mobility)